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On a Spiritual Heir 
Venerable Gyatrul Rinpoche 

March 20, 2017 

Re-watching a video of the sang (smoke offering purification practice) that was performed at Tashi 

Choling on Losar (Tibetan New Year), Rinpoche gave some teachings and advice about taking care of the 

dharma centers in the future (sent out as the previous teaching in this series).  He also spoke on the 

question of who will be his spiritual heir when he passes.  

People have been asking me, who will make all the decisions when I am gone? Who 

will take over when I die? 

Actually, the centers already have leaders. You have teachers, you have gekus 

(disciplinarians), you have chant leaders and chopons, you have treasurers, presidents, 

board and staff members.  How many years have you had these leaders?  The 

Americans need to stand up and take care of their own dharma centers!  I established 

these centers for the Americans, so it is on their heads.  Everybody needs to stand up! 

After all these years, if you aren’t standing up, it’s shocking.  What is wrong? 

Shameless. Not just the leaders, but everyone needs to stand up and watch; stand up 

and help.  

People want me to say “heir!”  But I don’t want to. That’s not the choice I am making.  

Tashi Choling was founded how long ago? Maybe 35 years.  It is not young.  I think you 

guys are old enough to take care of it nicely.  If you still don’t know how to take care of 

it, how to maintain and slowly increase its structures and activities, then that’s 

embarrassing.  It’s not my business.  My business is finished.  I gave it 40 years, and 

now it is on your shoulders!  If people are complaining, it’s because we ourselves aren’t 

steady.  Some days we say, “Tashi Choling, Yes!” Some days we say, “Tashi Choling, I 

don’t know, not my business.”  How are we gonna maintain something with wishy- 

washy attitudes like that?  

The centers didn’t just pop up like mushrooms. Ask Sangye Khandro or Philip or 

Shandor or any of the older students. Everybody worked so hard, piece by piece, step 

by step. Everybody worked hard and then they didn’t stand there with their mouths 

open, waiting for somebody to feed them and wipe their butts. Sangye and I went to 

Taiwan and everywhere, raising money to build the temple. It was like squeezing sand 

to get oil!  But somehow, we managed it, and now we have places where we can study 

and practice. 
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If someone says, “I MUST be number one!” then fine, let them try it!  But nobody can 

afford to be number one, in charge of everything every single day.  Maybe the mind 

wants to do that, but the body can’t do it.  Or the body wants to do it but the mind 

won’t.  I went through exactly this for so many years.  I didn’t want this position of 

being in charge, but I had no choice.  I was under the Dalai Lama’s and the Karmapa’s 

thumb.  And then Dudjom Rinpoche, he too, said that every detail was on my head.  I 

wouldn’t wish that on anybody! 

In the future, whether Tashi Choling has one leader or a thousand leaders, the leaders 

need harmony.  Whether there is one leader, a lady, or a thousand leaders who are men, 

it’s the same thing.  Everyone, men and women, need to have harmony.  Without that, 

we are not even here.  If we have no rules, we have no tradition.  In Tibet there were 

many functioning temples, monasteries, palaces, and houses, and they kept harmony 

amongst themselves. They were taking care of things, not particularly “My Way” or 

“Your Way.” If you start complaining “My Way” and “Your Way,” then that is the most 

weakening thing. You become a ghost. Even if you are a king, queen, lama, khenpo, 

monk, or tulku, you need harmony.  If you are pretty, handsome, rich, or poor, it 

doesn’t matter.  Everyone needs harmony.  Without it, a husband and wife won’t fit 

together for the long haul; a student and teacher won’t fit together; an army with many 

generals won’t have great power.  It’s the same for a police force or a family.  

People keep asking me who is the one lama or one teacher or one leader for Tashi 

Choling and the other dharma centers after I die.  

So, you are hoping it is you?  You, who are asking the question! 

It is whoever can teach; whoever can practice; whoever has pure faith in Buddha, 

Dharma and Sangha!  Whoever has real generosity.  Whoever has true compassion for 

ALL sentient beings, and serves others with body, speech, and mind.  Whoever has 

gone for refuge in the Three Jewels in order to bring their own greatest benefit as 

dharmakaya.  Whoever has gone for refuge, sincerely and purely, with an altruistic 

motivation.  Whoever helps to create representations of enlightened body, speech, and 

mind for the sake of beings.  Whoever studies, contemplates, and meditates on the 

dharma.  Such people are bringing benefit to themselves and others. 

People who do nothing, with their mouths hanging open, and then ask, “Who’s going 

to be the leader?” Eat my biggest shit! That’s like being a ghost before you die. 

Students sometimes ask, “Who’s going to take over the centers?” 

Nobody’s going to take over!  
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You need to study, contemplate, and meditate on the dharma. As much as you can, 

please!  Practice as much as you can, in order to bring about the ultimate result—one’s 

own greatest good as dharmakaya; the greatest good of others as rupakaya.  Doing this, 

there is no “taking over.” Naturally there is just an increase in your good qualities. 

That’s the point!  When you go to school, there isn’t any talk of “taking over,” is there? 

No.  Just studying and learning whatever the teacher teaches.  It’s the same with the 

centers.  The real “taking over” is the knowledge and qualities that come from hearing, 

contemplating, and meditating on the dharma.  Without that, there is no “taking over.” 

Until enlightenment, we need to “take over” in this pure, genuine way of improving 

ourselves and increasing our qualities by relying on the dharma.  

When we become enlightened, we attain the ultimate result, which is ultimate altruism, 

benefitting all beings on the absolute level.  At that time, our qualities are limitless like 

the sun’s rays.  The sun’s rays don’t “take over,” do they?  No.  The sun shines and its 

rays pervade everywhere, benefitting everyone equally.  Attaining buddhahood, one’s 

qualities radiate and pervade everywhere, boundlessly.  

First, study the dharma.  You have to hear it, for all beings’ sake.  Then what?  Why 

bother studying?  So that you can think about it!   

Second, contemplate. Examine the meaning of what you have heard—again, to benefit 

others. Contemplate what the teacher said, what the lama said, what the Buddha 

taught. Consider its meaning. Check carefully to see if there is any mistake in the 

teachings. Check to see if there is any mistake in your understanding. The quality that 

arises from studying is this: correct understanding.  If you understand a little, very 

purely and correctly, then you will have faith.  Once your understanding is correct and 

certain, you are ready to meditate.   

Third, meditate—still for the benefit of others!  Meditating doesn’t mean that you are 

frozen!  You don’t need to be frozen.  What do you need?  You need to diminish the 

afflictions, the negative emotions in your mindstream.  These should dwindle, and faith 

should blossom forth. Your compassion for sentient beings should deepen. The three 

poisons should lessen. Those are the qualities that come from real study, contemplation, 

and meditation on the dharma. It isn’t the case that if you hear the dharma you will 

start to fly…without pants.  Maybe that happens for some people.  Some people don’t 

have pants, I know!  

Anyway, recognize your own faults.  Ignoring your own faults and pointing the finger 

at others’, that is what it means to bring shame on yourself. You really make trouble for 

yourself!  
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First, see your own faults. Then slowly, slowly eliminate them! 

Some of you say, “I do know my own faults!  I just know others’ faults, too!” Oho!  

Well, if you know your own faults, why do you hold them to be so precious?  If you see 

your faults, why do you think they are so valuable, hugging them and kissing them?  If 

you still cherish your faults, then you are not recognizing them as faults. You are not 

seeing your own faults. And if you point your finger at others’ faults, it means that 

absolutely you are not looking at your own.  That’s it, that’s the bottom line.  We need to 

see and understand our own faults. Then slowly, slowly we can rid ourselves of them.  

Getting rid of our faults is not like throwing an old coat in the garbage.  It doesn’t 

happen in an instant like that.  We have to try, slowly, slowly.  Everyone, please try like 

that, as much as you can.  

If you are able to start eliminating your faults, desire will diminish in your mindstream. 

Anger, pride, jealousy, confusion—these, too, will lessen.  Faith, pure vision, altruism, 

compassion for all beings—these will strengthen.  

You say, “I am a scholar!” “I am this!” or “I am that!” “I am so learned!”  What’s the big 

deal about being learned?  You can put all the teachings in a tape recorder; then the tape 

recorder is learned, too! 

What is really useful is to tame your own mind.  If you don’t tame and train your mind, 

then who knows what will become of you.  Your poisons will intensify.  Your 

mindstream will become one big bag of poisons.  That’s it! 

Tashi Delek! 

-Gyatrul 
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